
(for full details on the features - see pages 37 - 39)
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Item Canvas Frame

Item Code A3400C A3400F

Width 280 cm

Pack size 110 x 32 x 32 cm 113 x 29 x 20 cm

Total weight 14 kg 15 kg

Pitching weight* 10 kg

* The pitching weight is the canvas with any removable panels removed.

The Windsor is a traditional poled, porch awning , with a modern 
luxury performance. It is small and perfectly formed, giving you 
the perfect small porch that is extremely strong, reliable and built 
to last. 

It features the luxury HydroTech Cotton Touch fabric which 
is an all weather, premium fabric that will last for years. The 
high performance coating on the fabric gives it an extremely 
high weatherproof rating and helps protect it and you from the 
harmful U.V. rays. The fabric also has that luxury cotton touch to 
it making it feel as good as it looks.

All the windows come with traditional curtains to complement 
the traditional look and feel of this awning. The windows are a 
modern take on the classic porch awning and are larger and 
clearer allowing for great views from anywhere in the awning and 
allows extra light flood into the awning.

You have a premium strength steel frame which is extremely 
strong and sturdy giving you piece of mind when the weather 
turns. It is also extremely reliable and has been a proven winner 
for many years. The frame includes rear leg poles which are 
used to push the draught pads against the side of your vehicles 
to stop the draughts coming in. Being a traditional frame also 
means that it is adjustable, so handles uneven ground better 
than its air rivals and it also packs away to a smaller size.

The removable front panel make the awning easier to pick 
up and slide though your awning channel, helping to make this 
awning easier to erect. 

The awning comes with heavy duty storm straps that clip 
into the sewn in buckles as standard ensuring you do not need 
anything else, there are no hidden extras, or extras to buy.

WINDSOR

Poled
Porch Awning

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of
235 - 250 cm

Pitch
Time
20 mins

Features
|   HydroTech cotton touch fabric.   |   2 Year 

warranty.   |   Any season awning.   |   Premium 
strength steel frame.   |   Single person pitch.   |   
Anti-Weather system.   |   Internal curtains.   |   

Smaller pack size.   |   Pop up inner tent ready.   |   
UV 50+ Protection.   |   Removable panel.   |   Fully 

adjustable frame for better pitching.   |   Rear legs.   
|   Rear draught pads.   |  Draft skirt and wheel 

cover.   |   Rear draught pad pole clips.   |   Heavy 
duty storm straps, ground anchors and springs. |
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